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Market Overview 
Yesterday, Hong Kong stock markets advanced on a rally in general 
sectors. The Hang Seng Index was up 288pts to 28,862pts. The daily 
turnover remained high at HKD224.3b. Technically, using 0.618 Golden 
Ratio, the index has already reached to 28,800pts (the resistance level). 
If the index can climb above this level, the upward trend is formed. 

Sector News 
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------ 

China Auto 
Recently, market raises concern on chip shortage along China auto industry. Market channel checks 
suggest that the recent auto chip supply issue may affect c.5% of global PV production in 1Q21E. Yet, 
most global brands may prioritize supply into China due to the strong 1H20E outlook, and volume growth 
potential in Jan/Feb. Considering OEM's inventory, Geely Auto (175 HK), Great Wall (2333 HK) and BYD 
Co. (1211 HK) saw a much stable trend without material inventory risk.  
 
China semiconductor  
Market expects mid- to low-end China smartphones to migrate their main cameras toward 48/64MPx this 
year, which consume larger wafer size than low-resolution ones. With stronger CIS demand, Will Semi is 
expected to continue to increase wafer demand for SMIC (981 HK), and SMIC should enjoy a higher 
blended ASP on product mix improvement due to the more complicated processes. 

Company News 
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------ 

Q Tech (1478 HK) 
Its share price surged after announced a positive profit alert. It expects 2020 net profit to increase 40-
60% YoY to c.RMB759-868m, which was higher than consensus forecast of RMB724m. Its management 
attributed the positive profit alert to: (1) Product mix optimization to offset some ASP erosion in 2H20; 
(2) production automation upgrade and transformation contributed to continued optimization of costs 
such as labor and depreciation, thus positively enhancing GPM of the handset CCM business. Looking into 
2021E, the company's focus will be product mix improvement and market share gains.  
 
Postal Savings Bank (1658 HK) 
Three highlights from its latest operational trends: (1) PSB targets >20% fee income growth for 2021E, 
driven by bancassurance and mutual fund business; (1) PSB will likely attain faster-than-peers loan growth 
in 2021E on the back of low loan-to-deposit ratio, sequential improvement of loan demand and its's risk 
appetite on retail non-mortgage segment; (3) asset quality concern relief and PSB may have room to 
reduce its credit costs from 2020 levels as the economy recovers. Valuation-wise, the name is now 
trading at 0.66x and 6.1x 2021E P/B and PER, respectively.  
 
Xtep (1368 HK) 
Xtep has released its latest 4Q20 operating data, which shows improved retail sell-through and better 
inventory turnover; the retail sales discount, nevertheless, has remained at a rather elevated level. Yet, 
its share price has behind its leading peers. Market explains this may be due to a concern about its newly 
acquired brands, particularly in association with the slower recovery in the western markets and their 
execution risks in China. In addition, market believes the new brands are likely to enhance Xtep’s brand 
equity and sustain long-term growth. 
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